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I have a c# app and it needs to create an excel application & then open a. The issue with that
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This C# tutorial handles Microsoft Excel files. It applies Microsoft.Office.Interop.Excel to read XLS
files.
In VBS you can do this: Set xl = CreateObject("Excel.Application") xl.RegisterXLL(
"analys32.xll") 'to load an XLL xl.Workbooks.Open (xl.LibraryPath . I have a c# app and it needs
to create an excel application & then open a. The issue with that though is the bloomberg addinn
doesn't load . If Microsoft Excel is opening a file in the WKS, WK1, or WK3 format and the may be
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exl = actxserver('excel.application'); given a range in a spreadsheet, I should be able to load the
data into MATLAB from the spreadsheet. In VBS you can do this: Set xl =
CreateObject("Excel.Application") xl.RegisterXLL( "analys32.xll") 'to load an XLL
xl.Workbooks.Open (xl.LibraryPath . I looked into this problem again, and the Application.Addins
collection seems to have. I'm not trying to load a specific add-in, but rather make the new Excel
application behave as though the user opened it themself, so I'm .
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I have a c# app and it needs to create an excel application & then open a. The issue with that
though is the bloomberg addinn doesn't load . exl = actxserver('excel.application'); given a range
in a spreadsheet, I should be able to load the data into MATLAB from the spreadsheet. I looked
into this problem again, and the Application.Addins collection seems to have. I'm not trying to
load a specific add-in, but rather make the new Excel application behave as though the user
opened it themself, so I'm .
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